It is widely claimed that native GOx undergoes direct electron transfer (DET) at nanostructured electrodes. In this paper we argue that the vast majority, if not all, of these claims are incorrect. We present results for GOx adsorbed on MWCNTs, a typical nanostructured electrode. We show that the surface redox peaks usually attributed to DET to GOx actually arise from flavin, and possibly catalase, impurities present in the as supplied commercial enzyme that are adsorbed at the electrode surface. We show that the observed response to glucose is due to enzymatic activity, but not electroactivity, of adsorbed GOx that catalyses the reaction of D-glucose with dissolved oxygen leading to a decrease in the oxygen reduction current that correlates with the glucose concentration.
Introduction
Glucose oxidase from Aspergillus niger (E.C. 1.1.3.4) is the most heavily studied redox enzyme for electrochemical applications with studies dating back to the seminal work of Clark and Lyons in 1962 on the original enzyme electrodes [1, 2] . The reasons for its popularity are several fold. It is readily available and highly active, it is a very stable and robust enzyme and, most significantly, the monitoring of its substrate, -D-glucose, is vital for the management of diabetes. Consequently, an enormous number of publications on electrochemical glucose biosensors have appeared since Clark's initial paper. These electrochemical glucose biosensors can be divided into three classes. So called "first generation" [3] glucose biosensors, like the Clark work, in which either a co-reactant (oxygen) or product (hydrogen peroxide) of the natural enzymatic reaction is measured electrochemically; "second generation" glucose biosensors where an artificial, freely diffusing redox mediator replaces oxygen in the enzymatic reaction, the notable example being the ground breaking work of Cass [4] using ferrocenes; and "third generation" glucose biosensors in which direct electrochemical oxidation of the flavin active site of glucose oxidase occurs. It is this last case that we consider in this paper. Our contention is that the vast majority of publications in the literature which claim such direct electron transfer (DET) to glucose oxidase (GOx) there is no evidence to support the claim and that the results support an entirely different explanation.
Glucose oxidase from Aspergillus niger is a homodimer [5, 6] . The enzyme is heavily glycosilyated. Its molecular weight is around 160 kDa depending on the precise level of glycosylation. The enzyme is highly specific for the oxidation of the -anomer of D-glucose and the reaction occurs via a "ping-pong" mechanism in which one of the oxidised flavin active sites (FAD) in the homodimer reacts with the substrate to give the reduced flavin (FADH 2 ) and the product gluconolactone (which undergoes a subsequent hydrolysis in neutral solution to gluconic acid). 
-D-glucose
The two flavin active sites are buried deeply within the structure of the homodimer and there is no evidence for redox communication between them [6] .
All of the early work on glucose biosensors was carried out without the knowledge of the crystal structure of the enzyme. The structure was finally published by Hecht in 1993 [6, 7] , many years after the successful commercialization of electrochemical glucose biosensors.
From the crystal structure, Fig. 1 , we can see that access to the flavin active site is down a narrow channel formed at the interface between the two homodimers. This structure serves to insulate the flavin active sites from non-specific electron transfer with redox species in the biological system and controls the local environment around the flavin ensuring high selectivity, for example, the -anomer of D-glucose is oxidised 150 times more rapidly than the -anomer and the enzyme shows only low activity with closely related sugars, such as 2-deoxy-D-glucose [8] and no activity with L-glucose.
From the crystal structure, Fig. 1 , we can see that the flavin active sites are at least 1.7 nm from the surface of the protein. The crystal structure is for the de-glycosilylated enzyme so, in reality this distance will be somewhat larger for the native, glycosilyated enzyme where the carbohydrate makes up 16-25% of the mass of the enzyme [9] [10] [11] . There have been many studies of electron transfer through proteins, notably the work of the groups of Gray and of Dutton [12] [13] [14] [15] . Although they may differ in some details, these studies all agree that the rate of electron transfer through the protein falls off exponentially with distance and that fast electron transfer (sufficient to sustain substrate limited currents) through proteins is restricted to around 0.8 nm or less, with the rate of DET decreasing by around 10 4 when the distance is increased from 0.8 to 1.7 nm [16] . This makes the observation of DET for glucose oxidase rather unlikely.
Fig. 1
Representation of secondary structure of GOx. The image was obtained with PyMol software, PyMol visualizations are based on the crystal structure of GOx from Aspergillus niger, PDB code 1gal http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/explore/explore.do?structureId=1GAL
Despite this distance problem DET has been widely claimed in the literature for glucose oxidase adsorbed, or otherwise immobilised, on a range of carbon and other nanomaterials such and carbon nanotubes and more recently graphene with other additives, see Table S1 for a selection of over 100 examples. The claimed DET of GOx at these nanocarbon materials is often attributed to some "special", but not clearly specified, properties of the nanocarbon material or possibly some particular interaction of the enzyme and the carbon nanotubes that allow the CNTs to "plug into" the enzyme to access the active site, or for the GOx to partially unfold enabling the charge transfer between the FAD cofactor and CNT. DET for GOx at different nanomaterials is discussed in a number of recent reviews [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
The typical pieces of experimental evidence presented to support these claims of DET for glucose oxidase are (see Table S1 for examples): i) the appearance of a pair of surface bound redox peaks at around -0.46 V vs. SCE at pH 7, assumed to be the flavin in the active enzyme, and, ii) changes in the current on addition of glucose that correlate with the glucose concentration. Many of these claims of DET for glucose oxidase are supported by an argumentum ad populum, or "me too" argument, that the data presented closely resemble that already in the literature in papers that claim DET.
In this paper we examine critically the experimental evidence and point out the fallacies and errors in logic that are commonplace in the literature when DET of glucose oxidase is claimed. To do this we present experimental results for the study of glucose oxidase adsorbed on multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). Glucose oxidase and MWCNTs are not simple, pure, well defined, reagents; both can contain significant amounts of impurities, and both can be subject to batch to batch variations. In this work we have used 4 different suppliers/sources of glucose oxidase and 2 of MWCNTs. The results we will show are essentially identical to those in many (over 100) papers in the literature that claim DET to GOx both for CNTs and graphene. We will show how these results can be explained and in so doing suggest some tests that would need to be met to support any serious claim of DET for GOx.
Experimental

Chemicals
Glucose oxidase type X-S (EC 1. 9.5 nm in diameter and 1.5 µm in length) were purchased from Aldrich. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (30 ± 10 nm in diameter and 1 -5 µm in length) were purchased from NanoLab, Inc. All other chemicals were of analytical grade and used without further purification. All solutions were prepared using deionized Millipore-Q water (18.2 MΩ cm).
Instrumentation
All voltammetric measurements were carried out using an Autolab PGSTAT30
Potentiostat/Galvonostat (Ecochemie). The three-electrode system consists of a working electrode (glassy carbon) a reference electrode (SCE) and a counter electrode (platinum gauze). Electrodes used for the experiments were 3 mm diameter (0.071 cm 2 ) glassy carbon (GC) disc electrodes (HTW Hochtemperatur -Werkstoffe GMBH, Germany), sealed in glass tubes and contacted using copper wire and melted indium (Aldrich). EDS spectra were recorded over 60 s with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV using a Jeol JSM 6500F field emission scanning electron microscope.
Glassy carbon (GC) electrode preparation
Before the experiment, the glassy carbon electrodes were polished with 1 and 0.3 µm alumina slurries on polishing cloth pads (Buehler). The polished GC electrodes were sonicated in deionized water for 7 min and dried in a stream of argon for 1 min. They were then sonicated in ethanol for 13 min and dried in a stream of argon for 1 min. The cleaned electrodes were covered with pipette tips until used.
Fabrication of GC/MWCNT electrode and immobilization of GOx
10 mg of MWCNTs were dispersed in 10 mL dimethylformamide (DMF) with the aid of ultra-sonication to give a 1 mg mL -1 black suspension. The MWCNT modified glassy carbon (GC/MWCNT) electrode was prepared by drop casting of 5 µL of the MWCNT dispersion onto the cleaned surface of GC. Then, the modified GC electrode was allowed to dry at ambient temperature before use. To immobilize GOx, the MWCNT/GC electrode was incubated in a solution of 1 kU GOx (corresponding to a 1 mM solution of enzyme) dissolved in 1 mL of 0. used) with 0.1 M potassium chloride and 5 mM magnesium chloride. Buffer solutions were deoxygenated by purging with Ar gas for at least 30 min prior to electrochemical measurements. In the absence of adsorbed GOx the voltammetry of the bare GC electrode (a) and the GC/MWCNT multiwall carbon nanotube electrode (c) are featureless although it is notable that the background double layer charging current is significantly larger for the GC/MWCNT electrode due to the much greater surface area -the surface area of the GC / MWCNT electrode is ca. 100 times more than that of the bare GC electrode. An estimated area of ca.
Results
Electrochemistry of carbon nanotube electrodes with adsorbed GOx
14 cm 2 was obtained using the method described by Peigney [22] Table S1 ).
Effect of scan rate on voltammetry of GC/MWCNT/GOx
To investigate the electrochemistry of the adsorbed species experiments were carried out at different scan rates and two types of multiwalled carbon nanotube were used: pure carboxylate functionalised MWCNTs and impure MWCNTs (the metallic impurities in these MWCNTs are discussed below). Fig. 3 
voltammograms. These trumpet plots can be analysed to extract estimates of the electron transfer kinetics for the adsorbed species, however there are some complications in this analysis because the original Laviron equations refer to a 1e reaction and because the results in the voltammetry can be distorted by iR drop [24] that will increase the peak separations, particularly at high scan rate when the peak current is largest. In addition, in common with results for many surface redox couples, the trumpet plots show a residual peak separation at low scan rate that is not accounted for in the Laviron theory [25] [26] [27] .
Fig. 5
Plots of E pa/pc -E mid against log scan rate for GC/MWCNT/GOx electrodes in deoxygenated 0.1 M PBS (pH 6.8) at different scan rates (10-2400 mV s -1 ). The lines are the calculated using the theoretical expression of Laviron with α = 0.6 for anodic and cathodic curves. The electrodes were prepared as in Fig. 2 . Full line, squares: using pure carboxylic acid functionalized MWCNTs; broken line, triangles: using impure MWCNTs.
To obtain estimates for the electron transfer rate constants the data were fitted to working curves for the peak separation at different scan rates generated using the expressions for E pa and E pc calculated by numerical solution of the Laviron model [23] following the approach described by Honeychurch [28] . This gives rate constants of 6.6 s -1 and 10.5 s -1 for the carboxylate functionalised pure MWCNTs and the impure MWCNTs respectively.
Independent of the precise details of the Laviron analysis it is clear that the electron transfer kinetics for the surface bound redox species are fast (at least 6 s -1 ) and this is inconsistent with long range electron transfer over 1.7 nm as would be required by the crystal structure of GOx. Thus although these redox peaks appear in a region that might be consistent with oxidation/reduction of the flavin in the GOx active site it seems much more likely that there is some other explanation for the voltammetry.
Denaturation using guanidine hydrochloride
One piece of evidence that has been proposed in the literature [29, 30] to support the conclusion that the redox peaks are due to DET to GOx is the effect of guanidine hydrochloride. It is known that guanidine hydrochloride at high concentration can readily dissociate FAD from the active site of GOx and/or denature GOx and displace it from the electrode surface [29, 31] . It is also known that high concentrations of guanidine hydrochloride have little effect of FAD directly adsorbed at electrode surfaces [29, 30] . Fig. 6 shows the results of this type of experiment for our GC/MWCNT/GOx electrode. After incubation of the electrode in 3 M guanidine hydrochloride solution for 12 h, the redox peak has approximately halved in size. Thus, these results appear to support the idea that the redox peaks are due to DET to GOx. However, the situation is more complex. High concentrations of guanidine hydrochloride are known to denature proteins [32] . We therefore carried out a control experiment in which we incubated the GC/MWCNT electrode with flavin and human serum albumin, a 65 kDa heart shaped, soluble protein with no redox centres of its own [33] .
The results are shown in Fig. 7 . that the redox peaks must be associated with DET to GOx. They could as readily be explained as due to free flavin at the electrode surface that is significantly reduced in coverage when incubated with guanidine hydrochloride when a protein, GOx or human serum albumin, is also present on the surface. Most probably this is caused by co-desorption of the flavin with the denatured protein. -6 M FAD in 1.9 mg / ml human serum albumin for 4 h.
Adsorbed flavin
An obvious candidate for the adsorbed redox species seen on the GC/MWCNT/GOx electrodes is flavin adsorbed directly on the electrode surface, but where could this free flavin come from? There are two obvious sources, free flavin as an impurity in the original enzyme solution [34] [35] [36] or flavin that dissociates from the enzyme during the incubation of the electrode with the enzyme. The flavin in GOx is known to be strongly bound and not to be removed by dialysis at neutral pH [37] but it is also know that flavin is adsorbed to the enzyme [34] . In order to investigate this possibility we carried out an experiment in which the GC electrode was covered by a dialysis membrane (Sigma No. D9777) during incubation with the GOx solution. The GC electrode was used rather than the GC/MWCNT electrode in order to avoid the dialysis membrane displacing the drop coated MWCNTs. The dialysis membrane has a typical molecular weight cut-off of 14,000 Dalton. Therefore free FAD can readily penetrate through the membrane but GOx, with a relative molar mass around 160 kD, cannot. Fig. 8 shows the results. For the GC electrode incubated with the freshly prepared solution of assupplied, commercial GOx (Fig. 8A ) weak anodic and cathodic peaks around -0.452 V vs.
SCE can be seen. For the dialysis membrane covered GC incubated in an aged solution of the same GOx (Fig. 8B ) the same redox peaks are clearly visible but in this case the intensity is larger. The adsorbed redox peaks in these experiments are significantly less prominent than those at the GC/MWCNT electrodes (compare Fig. 2 and 8) but this is because, first, the dialysis membrane acts as a diffusional barrier to the flavin reaching the GC surface and, second, the area of the GC electrode is much less than that for the GC/MWCNT electrode.
Nevertheless the experiment clearly shows that free flavin is present in solution, that it is there in greater amounts in the aged enzyme solution, indicating that the flavin does dissociate from the GOx over time [34] , and that it adsorbs at the electrode surface to give redox peaks in the same region as seen for the GC/MWCNT/GOx electrode. 
The effect of catalase
Free flavin is not the only impurity in commercial samples of GOx that can complicate interpretation of the voltammetry. A survey of seventy papers in the literature on GOximmobilised electrodes shows that ca. 90% of these papers used glucose oxidase obtained from Sigma Aldrich which was used "as received" with no further purification. Either low yield or parallel production of catalase (CAT) are the main problems in the manufacture of glucose oxidase [38] . According to the supplier's specification sheets the different grades of GOx have different ratios of GOx to catalase (CAT). For Sigma type VII GOx, which was used in about 17% of these papers, the ratio of GOx to CAT is about 15; for Sigma type X-S GOx, which was used in approximately 27% of these papers, the ratio is about 30; and for Sigma type II, which was used by 46% of these papers, the ratio is about 7.5. On the other hand, nearly 10% of the papers used a pure glucose oxidase acquired from other suppliers.
Catalase (EC 1.11.1.6) is a tetrameric enzyme that catalyses the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide and peroxidatively oxidises alcohol, formate or nitrate using hydrogen peroxide [39] .
The four subunits of the enzyme are identical with a relative molecular mass of 57 kDa. Each sub-unit contains a high spin ferriprotoporphryin IX redox group [40, 41] . Numerous groups have studied the electrochemistry of catalase adsorbed on electrode surfaces [42] . Adsorption of catalase at nanostructured electrode surfaces such as carbon nanotube electrodes shows evidence of a well defined pair of surface redox peaks at around -0.47 V vs SCE [43, 44] . A pair of well-defined surface redox peaks can be observed for the GC/MWCNT/CAT electrode. The anodic peak potential (E pa ) and the cathodic peak potential (E pc ) of the redox peaks of the CAT modified electrode are located at -0.43 and -0.47 V, respectively. Thus, the formal potential calculated was -0.45 V ± 1 mV vs. SCE and the peak potential separation (ΔE p ) was found to be 46 mV at 60 mV s -1 . The charge associated with this redox process (5.0 µC) is very similar to that seen for the adsorbed GOx in Fig. 3 and 4 . These results are very similar to those in the literature for catalase [42] [43] [44] . It is notable that the formal potential for the surface redox couple on the GC/CNT/GOx electrode prepared using GOx from Sigma (Fig. 2) was also -0.46 V vs. SCE. To investigate the effects of CAT on the voltammetry of the adsorbed GOx we compared results for three different GC/MWCNT/GOx electrode preparations. The first electrode was prepared using a purified GOx (purchased from BBI) with a GOx/CAT ratio ≥ 27500, the second electrode was prepared using type II GOx from Sigma with a GOx/CAT ratio of 7.5, the third electrode was prepared using the purified GOx but with CAT added so the ratio of GOx/CAT was 7.5 to mimic the Sigma type II enzyme. In all cases the electrodes were treated in the same way with the GOx immobilized by incubating the electrodes in a solution of 1 kU mL -1 GOx in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.8) for 12 h.
The results are shown in Fig. 10 . For the electrode prepared with the purified GOx the redox peaks are still present but are much smaller than those for the other two electrodes.
Significantly, the redox peaks in the case of the type II enzyme and for the purified GOx mixed with CAT are very similar. From this we conclude that catalase, present as an impurity in many commercial GOx samples can contribute to the redox peaks seen in the voltammetry at around -0.46 V vs. SCE in pH 6.8 solution. 
Drop casting GOx
An alternative way to immobilise the GOx on the GC/MWCNT electrode is to drop cast a solution of the enzyme onto the surface rather than incubation of the electrode in a solution of GOx for 12 h. In the drop casting experiments 5 µL of GOx solution (5 U of enzyme) was placed onto the GC/MWCNT electrode and then left to dry in the refrigerator at 4°C for one hour before use. The results are shown in Fig. 11 . For the type II GOx from Sigma the drop casting method still produces surface redox peaks around -0.46 V vs. SCE but they are somewhat less significant (associated redox charge 1.7 µC) than those from the 12 h incubation method (compare to Fig. 2) . In contrast for the purified GOx from BBI the redox peaks produced by the drop casting method are very small (redox charge 0.46 µC).
These results strongly suggest that the surface redox peaks seen around -0.46 V vs SCE are not associated with DET of GOx but rather arise from impurities in the enzyme solution and/or flavin that dissociates from the GOx. 
Effect of solution pH
To investigate the origin of the surface redox peaks we have looked in detail at the pH dependence of the voltammetry. The two flavin redox groups in GOx are deeply buried within the protein [6, 7] and their environment should not be altered upon adsorption of the enzyme at the electrode surface unless there is a major disruption to the enzyme structure.
Any such substantial disruption would, of necessity, be expected to significantly disrupt the catalytic activity of the enzyme. The redox potentials of flavins in flavoproteins are known to vary depending on the local environment around the flavin and the extent of solvent exposure [46] . Thus we expect the redox behaviour pH dependence of the flavin in the adsorbed GOx to be unchanged from that of the solution enzyme. The measurement of the redox potential of the flavin in GOx in solution is difficult because of the deeply buried nature of the flavin.
Vogt [47] recently overcame this problem using UV/vis spectroelectrochemistry in a low volume cell with a range of redox mediators. In the following, we compare the results of our study of the pH dependence of the surface redox peaks to their recent results for GOx in solution. Fig. 12 (A) shows the effect of pH on the GC/MWCNT/GOx electrode in various buffer solutions (pH 3-9). It can be seen that a pair of stable and well-defined redox peaks is observed in each pH solution. Both the E pa and E pc move to negative (or positive) potentials with increasing (or decreasing) pH. The redox potentials shift by ~50 mV per pH unit. [47] . Comparing the results, we see that there is a significant difference between this experimental data and the redox potential for GOx in solution whereas the curves for the surface bound redox process and flavin in solution (curves b, c and d in Fig. 12B ) are rather close. A similar shift in the redox potential of the enzyme bound FAD from that of the free FAD at pH 7 was also reported by Liu [48] in experiments where the apo-enzyme was reconstituted around surface immobilised FAD.
There is a notable deviation between our data (curves c and d) and the data for flavin in solution (curve b) above pH 7. For flavin in solution Vogt showed that the pH dependence changes from -50 mV pH -1 below pH 7 to -27 mV pH -1 above pH 7 [47] . This change corresponds to a pK a for the flavohydroquinone of around 6.8 in agreement with the literature [49] . The potentials and pH dependence observed in Fig. 12 for electrodes with adsorbed GOx (curves c and d) agree very well with literature data for flavin adsorbed on glassy carbon [50] and carbon nanotube electrodes [27] . Further, the observed shift in the pK a to values above 9 also agrees with the published results for adsorbed flavin and is the result of the interaction of the free flavin with the carbon surface.
Based on these results we conclude that the redox peaks seen for the surface bound redox couple cannot be taken as evidence for DET to the flavin in the active site of GOx. Rather they almost certainly arise from free FAD adsorbed directly on the electrode surface.
Response to glucose
The graphene and a variety of other nanomaterial electrode surfaces for which direct electron transfer to glucose oxidase has been claimed (see Table S1 for examples). Key to understanding the response in Fig. 13 is the fact that there is oxygen dissolved in the solution. It is the reduction of oxygen that starts at -0.25 V vs. SCE at the MWCNT electrode. 
The change in current on addition of D-glucose corresponds to a decrease in the oxygen reduction current because the oxygen at the electrode surface is consumed by the enzyme catalysed reaction with glucose. The reactions occurring are
On CNT electrodes the reduction of O 2 proceeds to give H 2 O 2 [51] and there is a large overpotential region over which the H 2 O 2 is unreactive [52] . In those cases where metal nanoparticles are incorporated at the electrode (e.g. with added Au nanoparticles) it is possible to detect the H 2 O 2 produced by the enzymatic reaction (see Table S1 for examples).
Thus the results in Fig. 13 show that there is enzymatically active GOx adsorbed at the electrode surface but that it is not able to undergo DET at the electrode at any significant rate.
To further demonstrate this we now consider the oxygen reduction reaction at MWCNT electrodes.
The oxygen reduction reaction at carbon nanotube electrodes
The oxygen reduction reaction is very sensitive to impurities and there are many research papers that have highlighted the fact that carbon nanotubes, which are produced using metallic catalysts, contain residual metallic impurities [53] [54] [55] . This unavoidable presence of the metallic impurities can cause confusion when analysing the performance of the carbon nanotubes, especially in their application in biosensors and biofuel cells [56] . The removal of such residual metallic impurities is practically hard to achieve. Even after attempting several acid washing methods, the impurity concentration is in the range of several wt% [53, 57] .
We used two types of carbon nanotubes; multi-walled carbon nanotubes (30 ± 10 nm in diameter and 1 -5 µm in length from NanoLab Inc.), and carboxylic-acid-functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (> 8% carboxylic-acid-functionalized average, 9.5 nm in diameter and 1.5 µm in length from Sigma-Aldrich) to illustrate this. According to the specification sheet given by the suppliers, the carboxylic-acid-functionalized carbon nanotubes should have higher purity than the other nanotubes. This is supported by the energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) spectra for the two, Fig. 14 . The reduction of oxygen and the response to glucose were studied using GC electrodes modified with the two different types of MWCNTs. The results are shown in Fig. 15 and 16 . Oxygen reduction occurs in both cases starting from around -0.25 V vs SCE. This current is clearly dependent on the concentration of dissolved oxygen in solution as it decreases with the increasing length of time that the solution is sparged with Ar, and eventually disappears when all the oxygen is removed from solution. Comparing the two electrodes, the currents are about the same in both cases but for the MWCNTs with the Fe impurity, Fig. 15A , there is an obvious peak in the current around -0.4 V vs SCE which is not seen for the purified carboxylate modified MWCNTs. This is presumably because the impurity acts as an electrocatalyst for the oxygen reduction reaction [53] . It is worth noting that it is very difficult to prove that, even for purified MWCNTs, no traces of the metal catalyst used for the preparation of the nanotubes are remaining [55] .
When we compare these results for oxygen reduction on the different MWCNT electrodes to those for the same electrodes with GOx adsorbed on the surface, Fig. 15 A and B and 16 A and B, we see that the oxygen reduction current is less at the corresponding electrodes with adsorbed GOx indicating that the enzyme partially blocks the catalytic sites for oxygen reduction at the surface. We also can see that the onset potential and potential dependence of the reduction current is very similar in the corresponding cases (compare panels A and B in each case). 
Discussion
The implications of these results
Our results show that the appearance of surface redox peaks around -0.46 V vs SCE is not good evidence for DET to GOx but rather is explained by adsorption of impurities, most probably free flavin but also possibly catalase, onto the nanoelectrode material. The high surface area of the nanoelectrode material plays a role here in increasing the magnitude (charge) of these surface redox peaks. However, the enzyme is also adsorbed at the electrode surface and this adsorbed enzyme remains enzymatically active. Thus, the electrochemical response to glucose observed at potential cathodic of around -0.25 V vs. SCE is due to the decrease in dissolved oxygen concentration at the electrode surface brought about by the enzyme catalysed reaction of glucose with oxygen. This corresponds to a "first generation"
glucose electrode behaviour rather that a "third generation" behaviour with DET to the GOx.
Significantly, the behaviour of the system is dominated by the effects of impurities in both the enzyme preparation used, flavin and catalase in the GOx, and in the MWCNTs, Fe impurities that catalyse oxygen reduction. These impurities are ignored by many authors.
Our conclusions here are consistent with those of several authors who have questioned the evidence for DET of GOx. In particular Wang [58] concluded, in a study of GOx immobilized in chitosan on MWCNTs, that there was no evidence for DET even though they observed surface redox peaks and could demonstrate the presence of enzymatically active
GOx at the electrode surface using a ferrocene mediator. They concluded that the redox peaks came from an adsorbed form of GOx that was enzymatically inactive although, since they used as-received GOx, it is likely that adsorbed free flavin was present. Goran [27] studied GOx adsorbed on carbon nanotubes and nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes using type X-S GOx from Sigma-Aldrich. They concluded that adsorbed GOx was enzymatically active when a redox mediator (1,4-benzoquinone) was added or oxygen was present and that the surface redox peak was the result of flavin that was not enzymatically active. Wooten [59] used GOx (from Sigma-Aldrich) immobilized in chitosan on MWCNTs and found no evidence for DET. They concluded that the electroactive flavin seen in the voltammetry was not part of enzymatically active GOx.
Our results and conclusions are also in full agreement with the views expressed by Wilson in a recent editorial [60] that "native glucose oxidase does not undergo direct electron transfer".
There is no reason to believe that similar effects are not equally predominant in the case of GOx electrodes fabricated with other nanomaterials such as graphene, gold nanoparticles or with various different "additives" such as chitosan or Nafion (see Table S1 ) supposedly to confer some additional advantage.
Do MWCNTs show "special" properties?
A question that arises from this work is to what extent carbon nanotubes show "special"
properties with regard to their electrochemistry in applications in glucose electrodes. If we look at our results it is clear that there is nothing particular about the use of MWCNTs that improves the performance of the electrode beyond the fact that the MWCNT layer deposited on the glassy carbon supporting electrode provides a high real surface area, estimated in this case to be 14 cm 2 corresponding to a roughness (real area/geometric area) of ~200. Coupled with this the background double layer charging current in the phosphate buffer solution at the glassy carbon electrode is much greater per unit real area (100 F cm -2 ) than that at the MWCNT surface (8 F cm -2 ), Fig. 2 . This difference can be attributed to the difference in the electronic structure of the two materials and the consequent difference in the density of states at the Fermi level [61, 62] . In this sense the MWCNTs and carbon nanomaterials do have a "special" property but it nothing to do with their ability to transfer electrons to/from native GOx.
Evidence for real DET with GOx
Here we have concentrated on the great majority of papers that claim DET for GOx based on the redox peaks seen around -0.46 vs. SCE and the change in current at potentials cathodic of -0.25 V vs. SCE. However, there are a very small number of examples where catalytic oxidation of glucose appears to occur providing some evidence for DET.
For example Jiang [63] immobilized GOx at a gold electrode using 3,3'-bithiobissulfosuccinimidylpropionate (DTSSP). The enzyme was first reacted with DTSSP overnight to form an amide bond between lysine residues on the enzyme and the DTSSP ester group and then the disulfide of the DTSSP was reductively cleaved on the gold surface to form an immobilized monolayer of enzyme. They observed surface redox peaks for the modified electrode at ca. -282 mV vs. Ag/AgCl in solution at pH 6.3. Interestingly this is ~80 mV positive of the potential for adsorbed flavin although not as positive as the values expected for flavin in GOx (see Fig. 12B ) suggesting that the immobilisation may have distorted the enzyme structure to make the flavin more accessible. Using this electrode they observed catalytic currents for glucose oxidation at -200 mV vs. Ag/AgCl.
Both Demin [64] and Courjean [65] studied deglycosylated GOx (dGOx). In the case of
Demin [64] they used a His tag at the C-terminus to immobilize the non-glycosylated GOx at a Cu-NTA modified glassy carbon electrode. They found a 104 mV positive shift in the redox potential for the dGOx as compared to flavin adsorbed at the same electrode, however, because they used a solid state Ag/AgCl reference electrode direct comparision of the redox potetials to those in Fig. 12B is not possible. Although they only report very preliminary data for the response to glucose they do show what appears to be catalytic activity for the reduction of oxygen. Courjean [65] used purified, nearly fully deglycosylated GOx adsorbed on a glassy carbon electrode. In this case they found redox peaks for the adsorbed dGOx at -490 mV vs. Ag/AgCl in pH 7.4 solution, very close to the value expected for adsorbed flavin (see Fig. 12B ). Using this electrode they observe a strong catalytic response to glucose with a half wave potential of ca. -400 mV.
Three other papers report evidence for catalytic oxidation of glucose using electrodes with adsorbed GOx. Grosse [66] used purified GOx from Sigma-Aldrich with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and MWCNTs. They observe a surface redox couple at -463 mV vs. Ag/AgCl at pH 7.4 (this is in the expected range for adsorbed flavin, see Fig. 12B ) and only a very small increase in oxidation current upon addition of 150 mM glucose. Wang [67] used as received
GOx from Sigma-Aldrich adsorbed inside poly(aniline) nanotubes grown in anodic alumina.
They found a surface redox peaks at -405 mV vs. SCE in pH 5.5 solution (again in the expected range for adsorbed flavin, see Fig. 12B ) and a very large, apparently catalytic, response to addition of 5 mM glucose (Fig 4 in their paper) with a pH optimum at pH 5.5.
Rafighi [68] used type VII GOx from Sigma-Aldrich immobilized on a graphenepolyethyleneimine-gold nanoparticle electrode. They observe surface redox peaks at -380 mV vs. Ag/AgCl sat. KCl in pH 7.0 solution, close to the expected value for adsorbed flavin (see Fig. 12B ). They see very clear catalytic responses to glucose at around -380 mV (their Fig 6) increasing with increasing additions of glucose and then saturating at around 2 mM glucose.
It is difficult to rationalise these results in view if the rest of the literature, for example given in Table S1 , and the experimental results presented earlier.
Finally, in this section we should mention those examples in which the apoenzyme has been reconstituted around a flavin covalently attached to the electrode surface. For example Liu [48] reconstituted apoGOx around flavin covalently attached to the ends of SWCNTs assembled vertically by bonding though a thiol on a gold electrode. They found that for the free flavin the surface redox potential was -423 mV vs. Ag/AgCl in pH 7.0 solution and that this shifted to -380 mV upon reconstitution into the GOx. Compared to the results in Fig. 12B the value for the free flavin is in good agreement with our results. The value for the reconstituted immobilized GOx is somewhat negative of the enzyme solution value (by around 100 mV) but this may reflect the perturbation to the structure expected from assembly about the SWCNT. No results for glucose response were given in this paper so it is not clear if the reconstituted enzyme was active.
What evidence is required to demonstrate DET?
We conclude this discussion by considering what experimental evidence would be really necessary in order to demonstrate DET for GOx or, more generally, for any redox enzyme.
First, it is important to realize that, because of their biological function, some redox enzymes have exposed redox centres or defined redox pathways that allow the enzyme to interact and transfer electrons to/from other large biological redox species such as cytochrome c or biopolymers such as lignin [46] . In these cases direct electron transfer to electrode surfaces is expected to be possible if the surface is properly designed. Examples include laccase, horseradish peroxidase, bilirubin oxidase, and cellobiose dehydrogenase. On the other hand some redox enzymes, like GOx, have evolved to avoid indiscriminate redox reactions in the biological milieu and as such are expected to be very difficult, if not impossible in their native form to undergo DET. In these cases it is wise to start from a sceptical position when considering evidence of DET.
Second, it is clear that purification of the enzyme is essential. As supplied, commercial enzyme samples are, in general, far from pure and often contain added reagents to stabilise the material. Purification is essential since these impurities can have a significant effect on the electrochemistry, see for example the work on GOx by Gao [69] , and because these impurities can be adsorbed and concentrated on high surface nanomaterials, as with FAD here, and thus dominate the electrochemical response.
Third, it is important to look for the "signature" for the electrocatalytic response upon addition of the substrate and to look at the magnitudes of these catalytic currents and their substrate concentration dependence. In the case of GOx the oxidation of glucose should be seen at potentials starting from the redox potential of the bound flavin accompanied by the disappearance of the corresponding flavin reduction peak.
Fourth, it is advisable to carry our control experiments to ensure that the enzyme selectivity is maintained. In the case of GOx this is readily achieved using L-glucose which is not a substrate and can therefore be used to check for any non-enzyme specific effects, such as direct, non-enzyme catalysed oxidation of the glucose, that might occur. Again for high surface area nanoelectrode materials this can be important since even very inefficient direct oxidation could lead to a measurable signal for high (>10 mM) glucose concentrations. An alternative strategy here is to use an inhibitor for the enzyme, if available, to show that upon addition of the inhibitor the electrocatalytic response is clearly decreased as expected.
Finally, it is very useful to carry out experiments using different substrates with different enzyme reaction kinetics since this is an excellent way to test whether the enzymatic activity and selectivity is preserved or whether the structure of the enzyme has undergone significant perturbation. For GOx this can be easily achieved by investigating the response to other substrates such as 2-deoxy-D-glucose and D-mannose [8, 70] .
These same general principle can be equally well applied to studies of other redox enzymes.
Conclusions
In this paper we have demonstrated that the evidence provided in the literature for the vast majority of cases in support of direct electron transfer to glucose oxidase at electrodes made for various nanomaterials, but particularly carbon nanotubes and graphene of various forms, is unconvincing. We have shown that the surface redox peaks usually observed in these cases are due to free, adsorbed flavin and not due, as claimed, to DET to flavin within the enzyme.
In most cases this free flavin comes predominantly from impurities present in the commercial enzyme when it is used without purification. We have also shown that catalase, also present in significant amounts in commonly use commercial sources of GOx, is also a concern.
Our results show that the commonly reported response to glucose seen in the presence of oxygen is due to the consumption of oxygen by adsorbed, enzymatically active, but electrochemically inactive, GOx present at the electrode surface and that metal impurities present in the MWCNTs play a significant role in determining the voltammetry associated with the oxygen reduction. In this respect it is ironic that the commonly reported results that claim DET for GOx, as given in Table S1 , are largely determined by impurities.
Thus, our clear conclusion is that there is no evidence for direct electron transfer to native glucose oxidase.
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